
Thompson Valve II

The second generation Thompson Valve II is designed 
to provide the ultimate in metering performance.  It is a 
normally closed, self sealing, abrasive metering valve with 
instant, smooth response to either pneumatic or electric 
deadman controls.  This fail-safe valve shuts off abrasive 
flow to the nozzle and seals the tank at the same instant.  
The Thompson Valve II is ideal for multiple outlet use and 
is easily adaptable to most existing blasting systems. 

Highest Level of Performance, Enhanced  
Serviceability and Longer Life

 The ultimate in metering performance with improved internal design
 Fail-safe valve shuts off abrasive flow to the nozzle and seals the 
 vessel at the same instant
 Smooth response to either pneumatic or electric deadman controls
 Easily adapted to most existing ASME blast systems
 Ideal for multiple outlet use
 Remote abrasive cutoff is available allowing the operator to stop the 
 flow of media while continuing a constant flow of air so abrasive can be 
 cleared from the blast hose
 Using the cleanout, obstructions can be cleared without removing 
 valve from blast vessel
 Breather vents, redesigned spring and triple plunger seals add to 
 the life of the Thompson Valve II
 Multiple design features for ease of service
 Multiple sleeve designs to match your specific application
 LARGE BORE OPTION - The TVII offers an easy upgrade for increased abrasive flow

Building on the original market leading Thompson Valve, the  
Thompson Valve II offers an even higher level of performance and serviceability.   

It is the metering valve of choice for abrasive blasting professionals.

“The Ultimate in Metering Performance”

Features and Benefits
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Schmidt Air Blast Equipment has led our industry for more than 30 years.  You've 
come to trust Schmidt quality and the innovative engineering behind the name.  
Axxiom Manufacturing is now the force carrying on the Schmidt tradition, cre-
ating the quality products you rely on today, tomorrow and beyond.  Look to us 
for the most productive, safe and reliable technology, from air blast equipment 
and components to engineered abrasive systems.  

INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING YOU RELY ON.

THE NAME YOU TRUST.

Visit

Spring pre-loaded with 
spring retainer

Anti-vibration disk now standard to pre-
vent knob from backing out during use

Bolt cap provides easier service 
to piston and piston seal.

Sloped piston causes unwanted dirt and 
moisture in the cylinder to drain away from 

critical areas and threads

Plunger seal design allows for operation 
with different signal and blast pressures

Body made separate from cylinder to provide 
easier removal of sleeve, plunger seals and 

seat during services

Base and nipple integrated into one piece and con-
structed out of high strength hardened carbon steel 

eliminates the need for insert and o-ring

Seat placed in body allows for 
easier removal during servicing

Reduced angle on seat prevents 
media from being trapped under 
plunger, thus extending its life

Improved internal design allows for 
better media flow into the air stream

Clean-out placed directly under 
inlet provides easy removal of 

unwanted material.

Flats on inlet make in attaching 
valve to tank easy

Spring redesigned to provide longer life.

Notches on spring retainer provide 
more precise and consistent metering

Two fine micron breather vents 
in cap prevent dust from entering 

the piston chamber
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